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INTRODUCTION 

Leon Festinger, in his bookWhen Prophecy Fails, coined the term “cognitive dissonance.” 
He createdthis concept to explain the bizarre behavior he’d observed amongst members of a 
doomsday cult when their leader’send-of-the-world’ prophesyfailed to occur, and they were 
confronted with the fact thatsomething they’dso fervently believedwouldhappendid not. The 
world had notendedthe day their leader had prophesized, and this, for each member of the cult, 
meant that the validity and reliability of a key piece of their collective belief system had been 
gravely challenged. 

Festinger was astonished when this group’s disconfirming experience did not 
causeitsmembersto walk away from their leader, hisdoomsday prediction, or the cult itself. 
Instead, Festinger watchedthese people do three really surprising things. First, each member of 
this cult enteredinto what to Festinger seemed to bea deepfugue-likestateof not knowing what to 
believe or do.Second, rather thaneventually breaking free of this trance andacknowledging to 
themselves and each other that their leader had simply been wrong and that the world had not 
come to an end, they instead made an astounding pivot andchose to believe thatthe reason the 
world hadnot been destroyed as predictedwas because the power oftheirfaithhad saved the 

world! Lastly, these people used their fanciful new belief as a base from whichto begin recruiting 
new members! In short, Festinger watched as the members of this cultfound a way to denythe 
realityofanexperience they’d all had that so clearly disconfirmed something they’d all believed in. 
And most importantly, they also found a way to move forwardthat allowed them to maintain their 
original beliefs and values. 

Festinger’s reaction to thisgroup’s sequence of implausible, totally unexpected actions 
ultimately led him to develop histheory of cognitive dissonance. In a book titled A Theory of 
Cognitive Dissonance,Festinger defined cognitive dissonance this way: 

“Cognitive dissonance is the psychological opposition of irreconcilable ideas (cognitions). 
When held simultaneously by one individual, this opposition creates a motivating force that 
leads, under proper conditions, to (either) the adjustment of one’s belief to fit one’s behavior, or 
to the changing one’s behavior to fit one’s belief.” 

In the years since Festinger published his theory of cognitive dissonance, hisoriginal 
definition has beenexpanded substantially. Today, expert’s seecognitive dissonance as a 
phenomenon that’striggeredby a subtle, but distinctly uncomfortable “sense of anxiety.” It’s an 
elusive, physical sensation that emerges whenevera person becomes subconsciously aware of 
the presence of twoequally believable butessentially contradictory ideas. For the most part, the 
conflicting ideas or "cognitions" in questioninvolve the implicit awareness of contradictory 
attitudes or beliefs.But, these conflicts can also includethe awareness of simultaneous or 
sequential inconsistencies in one’s behavior. Whichever it is, the theory of cognitive dissonance 



 

 

 

nowclearly asserts that each of us, whenever we perceiveour own contradictory beliefs or 
inconsistent behavior, automatically and instantaneously slides into the kind of fugue-like state 
that Festinger first noticed in his doomsday cult. 

Today, we realize that this instantaneous slide is a maneuverthat all of us can bedriven to 
by theanxieties we’re feeling. Instantaneously and automatically, like a robot reacting to a pre-
programmed trigger, we — when we experience some cognitive dissonance — do everything 
we canto reduce or removethis feeling.Instinctually,we accomplish this removalby deploying 
unconsciousrationalizations, denials, and otherintra-psychic maneuvers, each of whichis aimed 
laser-likeat the task ofmaintainingthe stability of our original values, beliefs, and behaviors. 

If, however, we’re awake and aware,overtly conscious enough to realizethat we’ve just 
suffered a personal disconfirmation, then we can choose to resist our instinctual reactions and 
insteadintentionally initiate a reassessment of thevalues, beliefs, and behaviorsbeing 
challengedbythe new experiences we’ve just had. Once we’ve done this, we canalsoattempt 
tointentionally changewhichever of ourold values, beliefs, or behaviorsneed changing. Simply 
put, rather than denying our disconfirming experiences in order to preserve our current mindset 
and worldview, we can instead alter these mindsetsand worldviews to match our new realities. 

Accordingly, the proposition here is that at this point in history -- when everything around us 
is ripe with the potential to disconfirm our values, beliefs, andcustomary behaviors — there 
aretwo key propositionsthat Festinger’s discoveries contribute to those of uswho are interested 
in purposefully initiating our own transformational learning efforts. 

The firstis the idea that Festinger’s discoveries,when coupled withthose that subsequent 
researchers have developed,provehow importantit isto know something about the intra-psychic 
maneuvers we alluse automaticallywheneverwe encounter a situation that disconfirms one of 
our key values, beliefsor behavioral routines.Being able to recognize one’s propensity for 
automatic, robot-like reactions to a disconfirming experienceis quite simply a great prophylactic, 
an essential palliative for our tendency to slide downwardtoward unconscious stupidity. Being 
aware of even a partial list of theintra-psychic maneuvers we each have hard-wired into our 
brains and mindsis, if you will,a first step toward acknowledging the significance of an 
experience thatcan so easily lead us into misreading and/or denying reality.  

The second contributionFestinger’s theory of cognitive dissonanceoffers us is the idea that 
every disconfirming experience isapotentialtransformational learning opportunity.For those of us 
interested in developing progressively more complex, sophisticated, and expansive levels of 
consciousness, today’s theory of cognitive dissonance istelling us whywe need to stay awake 
and become aware of the anxieties that our fugue-like responses mask. More importantly, it’s 
showing us we can actually learn to feel these fugue-like feelings, and that once we do this we 
can also learn how to turn these feelings into useful signals.Uncomfortable signals to be sure, 
but nonethelesssignpostswe can usetoconsciously shape and define pathways that help 
usrecognize, accept and respond to the disconfirming experiences we’vestumbled into. 

Simply put, Festinger and his modern day colleagues areshowing us howevery single 
disconfirming experience we trip over can be turned into a transformational learning opportunity. 
Every one of these uncomfortable, difficult, and challenging experiences can bea unique 
moment in time when we choose to learn how to respond to the disconfirming experiences that 
globalization’s new realities, technologies’ accelerating rates of innovation, and our never-
ending confrontations with otherness are going to bring us. This because transformational 
learning is the one approach to learning that insists we need to be awake, aware, and open-
mindedif we’re going to effectively transform our old 20th Century worldviews. 


